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Abstract

nRTS is a rebase project based on Tron (TRX), which is also an investment 


tool to provide hedging options for investors who are not comfortable 


about the high volatilities of the cryptocurrency market. With a price peg 


to Tron (TRX), positive rebases and deflationary mechanisms, nRTS 


provides a hedging option for potential investors, in the case of a bearish 


market. 



Problems

Many cryptocurrencies lack use cases and 

investment value. Most projects end up with 

only speculative use cases, without any demand 
for the cryptocurrency itself.

Almost all cryptocurrencies are prone to market 
volatility without any hedging option. The benefit 
of rebase projects is allowing investors to allow 
price volatility to benefit them in the long term.

Lack of Token Use CasesHigh Volatility & Increasing Risks



A sustainable cryptocurrency project must:

Solutions

Both problems indicate the major obstacles that many cryptocurrency projects have. nRTS 

provides an option for investors by tackling the problems in the market.

Provide benefits for the community and 

token holders.

Have a roadmap to increase token  

use cases.



nRTS is a rebase cryptocurrency 

of Tron (TRX). Along with 

rebase functions based on the 

price peg to the Tron 

cryptocurrency, nRTS will 

provide DeFi solutions 

exclusively based on the Tron 

blockchain.

nRTS is pegged to the price of Tron 
(TRX) with 1:1 ratio

If the price of nRTS is greater than 
Tron, there will be a positive rebase

No negative rebase, only deflationary 
mechanisms to keep its value

What is nRTS?



Existence of a positive rebase 
feature and its role to have an elastic 
supply

Tax system that shares transactional 
cost with the holders of nRTS

The amount of assets that a holder 
has would increase and their overall 
value would go up.

The technology of nRTS rewards 
holders for being part of the 
community and everything is shared 
amongst the holders.

Benefits of nRTS



Decentralized 
Crowdfunding of 
TRC20 tokens

Decentralized 
Lending Protocol

ERC-20 to TRC-20 
Bridging Service

nSwap nLend nBridge

Products



 Initial Total Supply

70,000,000

DEX Liquidity 

Liquidity Mining

Public Sale 

Company Reserve

Marketing & Partner

Team & Advisors

10%

25%

35%

10%

10%

10%

Initial Listing Price 

1 nRTS = 1 TRX

Tokenomics



Q2 2021
Full Launch of xSuite

2021 Jan
nBridge Release

2020 Late Dec.
CEX Listing

2020 Mid Dec.
Public Sale 

DEX Listing

2020 Nov.
Website Launch

Roadmap



Nothing in this pitch deck shall be deemed to 
constitute a prospectus of anysort of a solicitation 
for investment, nor does it in any way to pertain to 
anoffering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any 
securities in any jurisdiction. All of the information 
provided within this pitch deck is provided “as is” 
and with no warranties.

Disclaimer



Please reach out to us and find out more

twitter.com/nRTS_Official medium.com/@nrts t.me/nrtsofficial

@nRTS_Official nRTS Offical Medium Page nRTS Offical Community

Thank you


